[Anesthesia and infusion-transfusion therapy in extensive combined surgeries].
The article discusses 434 one-stage concurrent and combined surgical interventions in the cavities. The type of anesthesia and the volume of infusion-transfusion therapy were determined for each type of combinations. A concurrent-combined method, i. e. combined endotracheal (NLA with Kalipsol) and epidural anaesthesia is advisable in supertraumatic interventions (evisceration of the organs of the true pelvis, hemicorporectomy). The method of dissociative total intravenous anesthesia must be used for patients with heart diseases, especially in patients with various disorders of the conduction system. The specific features of this method is exclusion of nitrous oxide and reduction of the doses of Phentanyl, (which produce a negative effect on the conduction system of the heart) and increase of the doses of Kalipsol and droperidol, which allows the operation to be conducted in full volume in these patients. Agents for NLA with Dalargin are preferable for general anesthesia in patients undergoing operations on the hepatopancreatoduodenal zone. In other concurrent and combined operations on patients without concomitant heart diseases, NLA and NLA in combination with Kalipsol may be used; the last-named is particularly valuable in massive blood loss, when the hemodynamics are insufficiently stable. Particular attention is given to extensive, traumatic interventions attended by massive blood loss. The performance of hypervolemic hemodilution to the main stage of the operation is suggested, which makes it possible to stabilize hemodynamics at the peak of the hemorrhage. With the chosen tactics of anesthesia and infusion-transfusion therapy the incidence of complications and the lethality rate in such extensive operations were significantly reduced.